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ABSTRACT

Protein–protein interactions (PPIs) play a crucial role in biology, and high-throughput experiments have greatly increased the coverage of known interactions. Still, identification of complete inter- and intraspecies interactomes is far from being complete. Experimental data can be complemented by the prediction of PPIs within an organism or between two organisms based on the known interactions of the orthologous genes of other organisms (interologs). Here, we present the BIANA (Biologic Interactions and Network Analysis) Interolog Prediction Server (BIPS), which offers a web-based interface to facilitate PPI predictions based on interolog information. BIPS benefits from the capabilities of the framework BIANA to integrate the several PPI-related databases. Additional metadata can be used to improve the reliability of the predicted interactions. Sensitivity and specificity of the server have been calculated using known PPIs from different interactomes using a leave-one-out approach. The specificity is between 72% and 98%, whereas sensitivity varies between 1% and 59%, depending on the sequence identity cut-off used to calculate similarities between sequences. BIPS is freely accessible at http://sbi.imim.es/BIPS.php.

INTRODUCTION

The number of protein–protein interactions (PPIs) experimentally obtained for proteomes of entire species is smaller than the number of expected PPIs (1). Even the number of interactions between proteins in yeast, one of the most studied organisms, is still believed to be underestimated (2). To complement experimental data, several computational methods have been developed to predict PPIs (3,4). One example is the use of experimentally identified interactions in one organism to predict the interactions in other organisms assuming that homolog proteins preserve their ability to interact (5,6). The basis of this hypothesis is to assume that homologs have similar functional behaviour; therefore, they preserve the same PPIs. The prediction of the interaction between the homologs of two interacting proteins is defined as interolog (conservation of PPIs). Several works have used interologs to extend our knowledge about interactomes (7,8) or to predict pathogen/host cross-species PPIs (9,10). Up to now, most predictions based on interologs are restricted to a few species or a limited set of template interactions. For example, Yu et al. (5) transferred the known interactions of yeast to four different species. Similarly, Wiles et al. (11) developed InterologFinder, a tool to map the interactions integrated in MiMi (12) to five species. Interestingly, PPISearch (13) implements the interolog approach providing different scoring functions, but is restricted to the analysis of a single protein pair at any submission instance. Recently, Gallone et al. (14) developed a Perl module to automate predictions based on interologs, using optional metadata to rank the interactions. However, this still requires programming skills. The current limitations stem from the fact that information of known PPIs is spread among several repositories, and sets of PPIs from different databases show a low intersection (15,16). This challenge has led to the development of data integration strategies, such as Biologic Interactions and Network Analysis (BIANA) (17). BIANA is a program framework used in the integration of biological databases mostly focused on PPI databases.

Here, we present the BIANA Interolog Prediction Server (BIPS). BIPS offers a web interface to facilitate the prediction of PPIs based on interologs for a set of proteins provided by the user as input, including entire proteomes. The server benefits from the integration capabilities of BIANA to use a large data set of experimentally identified PPIs. BIANA also offers additional
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information such as gene ontology (GO) terms, clusters of orthologous genes and many other attributes such as predicted number of transmembrane helices, which gives the user the freedom to restrict the predictions according to selected features.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The interolog hypothesis implies that two proteins (A and B) are predicted to interact if a known interaction between two proteins (A’ and B’) exists, such that A is similar to A’ and B similar to B’. The interaction between the proteins A and B is called target interaction (with A and B being defined as protein targets), whereas the interaction between proteins A’ and B’ is called template interaction (with A’ and B’ being defined as templates). In the BIPS server, protein A is the query protein submitted by the user, and protein B is the predicted partner. This broad definition of interologs implies that the hypothesis works not only for orthologs but also for paralogs of the same species.

Sequence similarity measure

Sequence similarity between proteins relies on basic local alignment search tool (BLAST) alignments (18). Query protein sequences are aligned against all sequences with known interactions stored in the BIANA MySQL database (17). The alignments provide a similarity measure based on the percentage of identical residues aligned and the percentage of the sequence length of the queries and templates covered by the alignment (query and template coverage, respectively). We use a threshold of 90% of template coverage to ensure that the prediction is not inferred from local regions of the template interaction. The geometric mean of individual identities (joint identities) and the geometric mean of individual BLAST E-values (joint E-value) are also considered, as proposed by Yu et al. (5). The BIPS server uses a local database of stored similarity measures to avoid unnecessary repeated BLAST searches. This speeds up the server, allowing users to obtain predictions of interactions of full proteomes in manageable time. In this manner, only entirely new sequences consume extra time in the first run.

Domain interactions

We hypothesize that protein A interacts with protein B if a domain A’ can be assigned to A and a domain B’ to B, such that A’ and B’ are interacting domains in the Pfam (19) or 3DID (20) database. We measure the similarity of the target sequences (A and B) with Pfam domains as a function of the E-value calculated with the package HMMER 3.0 (21). We assign Pfam domains using an E-value cut-off of $10^{-5}$ in the Pfam A database.

Source databases

Template interactions were extracted using the BIANA framework (17) integrating the following 10 databases: DIP (22), HPRD (23), IntAct (24), MINT (25), MPact (26), PHI base (27), PIG (28), BioGRID (29), BIND (30) and VirusMINT (31). It has been noted that PPI databases share little overlap (16). Therefore, using the integration of multiple sources instead of a single source greatly enlarges the set of predictions. Furthermore, we have used BIANA to include information from other databases such as Uniprot (32) and GO (33). This additional information can be used to interpret the prediction results and select predicted interactions deemed interesting e.g. for experimental validation. Finally, sources of domain–domain interactions are also included, using iPfam (19) and 3DID (20).

Functional annotation

Interacting proteins likely share biological processes or share similar locations compared with non-interacting proteins (4). Thus, we can use a number of similar functional annotations between each pair of proteins predicted to interact to rank the predictions. BIPS uses GO annotations to select the most probable prediction for a query protein by selecting those partners that share similar GO terms. The similarity between GO terms implies that either they are equal or there is a parenthood relationship between them. In addition, GO term semantic similarity and the functional similarity of genes are computed using the method proposed by Wang et al. (34)

Clusters of orthologous genes

Two proteins are considered orthologous if they are included in the same cluster of orthologous genes. Ortholog definitions between proteins are extracted from eggNOG (35) and Ensembl Compara (36) databases. Our predictions can be filtered assuming the traditional definition of interologs: two target proteins are supposed to interact if they are orthologous to two known interaction partners.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WEBSERVER

Input

Proteins for which the user wants to predict putative binding partners can be uploaded as a list of sequences in FASTA format or a list of protein identifiers (i.e. UniProt Accession, Uniprot entry and gene symbol, etc.).

Output

The output is a list of predictions that can be viewed or downloaded. The user can browse the data associated with the predicted partners. Some details of the template interaction, such as the source database of the interaction and the method of detection, are provided. The user can select several parameters helping estimate the reliability of the predictions: (i) sequence similarity measures, (ii) checking domain–domain interactions (either using domains from 3DID or iPfam), (iii) checking common GO terms between the predicted partners of an interaction and (iv) using clusters of orthologous genes for the prediction.

Additionally, template interactions can be restricted to a subset of proteins to improve the reliability of the predictions. For example, the user can select interactions
based on the experimental methods by which the template interactions were observed, the number of experiments confirming the template interaction or the number of species in which the interaction between homolog pairs of the template was observed.

Finally, the user can restrict the list of predictions, reducing the number of predictions to a manageable size. The user can select specific partners: (i) those with specific keywords in their descriptive attributes, (ii) those associated with a certain pathology, (iii) those belonging to a specific taxon, including the case in which query proteins are from a particular pathogen, and the predicted partners are from selected hosts, (iv) those belonging to a subset of proteins uploaded by the user and (v) those with transmembrane predicted regions [calculated with TMHMM (37)].

BENCHMARK

We have checked the validity of our predictions by two approaches. In the first approach, specific known interactomes reported in BIANA were predicted using the leave-one-out strategy. For each interaction being tested, all interactions reported in BIANA were used as templates including the interactions of the same organism, but excluding the interaction being tested. Several organisms covering different taxonomy groups were considered (see Table 1). Sensitivity was calculated by testing the percentage of known interactions correctly predicted over the total of known interactions. Between 1 and 59% of known interactions were predicted by using a sequence identity cut-off ranging from 30 to 90%. In a complementary approach, we used the negatome database (38) as a source for non-interactions to calculate specificity. Specificity was calculated as the percentage of correctly predicted negative interactions (true negatives) out of 1291 non-interacting pairs. The specificity ranged between 72 and 98%. However, the study of specificity is not enough to quantify false positive predictions in the PPI context because the number of non-interacting protein pairs is larger than the number of interacting pairs. Indeed, a high specificity does not necessarily mean that a large proportion of the predicted interactions is correct [i.e. positive predictive value (PPV)]. We selected the Arabidopsis interactome (39) to estimate an example of the PPV of our predictions (see Table 1). This is one of the newest data sets of PPIs available, and we have to note that its authors estimated that their experiment had already a precision of 80% and a sensitivity of 16%. A more detailed comparison with a previous interolog approach is shown in Supplementary Table S1.

DISCUSSION

We have presented a PPI prediction server, BIPS, which is based on the similarity between protein sequences and PPIs reported in several biological databases integrated using the BIANA framework. BIPS benefits from the large amount of information deposited in these databases. By increasing the number of template interactions, coverage of the predictions is greatly improved. Traditionally, the interolog approach has been defined as the transference of interactions between orthologs from different species. However, the distinction between orthologs (gene pairs that trace back to speciation) and paralogs (gene pairs resulting from duplication events) is not always clear, as it depends on the last common ancestor applied. BIPS makes no distinction between orthologs and paralogs. In contrast, BIPS relies directly on pair-to-pair similarities to perform its inferences. Comparison of predictions based only on groups of orthologous genes show comparable results when applying a pair-to-pair sequence similarity cut-off between 30 and 70% identity (see Table 1). The main advantages of BIPS over other servers are the capability to predict interactions on a large scale such as for whole proteomes, in a reasonable time, the use of up-to-date database information and the option for the user to select several filters to improve confidence in the results. The latter is based on the notion that using additional information about the protein targets and template interactions increases the reliability of the predictions. The most trustable predictions are observed when the sequence similarity measure is restrictive and some filters

Table 1. Sensitivity (a), specificity (b) and PPV (c) of the prediction of different data sets by varying the filtering conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>90% identity</th>
<th>70% identity</th>
<th>30% identity</th>
<th>eggNOG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabidopsis (a)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeast (a)</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human (a)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse (a)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drosophila (a)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worm (a)</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negatome (b)</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabidopsis (c)(d)</td>
<td>1.27%</td>
<td>4.92%</td>
<td>2.33%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The percentage indicates sensitivity (a), specificity (b) or PPV (c). (d) Main screen data set from the Arabidopsis interactome map for 8,596 Arabidopsis proteins, with a precision of 80% and a sensitivity of 16% (38). All, all predictions without applying any restriction; Dom, predictions filtered by known interacting domains reported in 3DID or iFam; GO, predictions filtered by GO term similarity (biological process or cellular compartment); COG, predictions filtered by known interacting proteins in the same clusters of orthologous groups. Clusters of orthologous genes were as defined in the eggNOG database excluding non-supervised clusters.
are applied (see sensitivity and specificity values in Table 1). All these capabilities provide the user with a useful tool to select predictions and focus on a specific research area.
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